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"This hot and heavy anthology is perfect to whet any appetite." --Coffee Time Romance Who hasn't fantasized
about hot, sweaty sex with an athlete? Or a teammate? The Sweaty Sex Anthology gives you a whole book of
gay and straight erotic short stories that explore these fantasies, including: A university girl has a hot crush on
a sexy swimmer she sees at practice each morning and wants to put the moves on him before she can make
any more mistakes. A lusty reporter is determined to get the scoop on a hunky foreign hockey player but finds
some sexy surprises instead. A young wrestler goes to the mat with the man of his dreams. Sexy football
players, tennis players, baseball players, basketball junkies, martial artists and bowlers all explore their
naughtiest, dirtiest fantasies. Lusty athletes gladly exert themselves, pushing their bodies, and each other, and
aren't afraid to get a little bit sweaty. More Stories You'll Love from Ravenous Romance: Tally's Gift by Elle
Amery Tally Bennett's always been a giver, Brett Huntsman's always been a player. When Brett has a
snowboarding accident and can't use his hands, Tally's happy to help him out-in more ways than one! Cybill In
Between by Catherine Hiller Can a woman love two men at once? For Cybill, a Westchester divorcee in her
forties, the answer is yes. Passionate and hilarious, Cybill In Between is a steamy, modern portrayal of love
and lust the second time around. Hungry Heart by Jo Atkinson Celebrity chef Sunny Shaw's life takes a turn
when she catches her boyfriend cheating- she takes off.
Where she ends up is perfect- a small cafe where she makes organic vegetarian food and flirts with the sexy
head chef. But Sunny can't run from her past forever…. Gold Diggers by Tricia Tucker Getting the ring is

simply not enough . .
. or at least not for Tawny. Flanked by her BFF Carmen, the two concoct a friendly competition they hope
will lead them to meet and marry two of LA's richest and sexiest bachelors. Will these “gold diggers” find true
love and happiness – or will they be blinded by money and fame? Sex and Taxes: An Erotic Anthology edited
by Lori Perkins Nothing is more boring than computing how much you owe the government. In honor of this
grueling annual task, we've brought together 9 sizzling hot tales of wicked ways to distract an accountant or
conduct your own special audit with the IRS. Sex Toy Stories: Erotic Tales of Naughty Play edited by Lori
Perkins Think of this book as your erotic toy chest packed with 12 delightful tales about wonderful devices to
be used by good and bad boys and girls in creative ways. Some of these toys do seem to come to life and have
a mind of their own!

